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We would not be harmed by returning
to the roots which once nourished us,
which still, unseen, link together all
life that lives, and feels, and thinks,
and dies, on this, our common planet.
- Joan McIntyre

If Leviathon is allowed to pass, man him-
self will be belittled and his own claim to

genuine humanity be
tarnished beyond recall.

- Lorne Eiseley

Our children will curse us if we do not
stop this madness.
- David Suzuki



"Jenniferrrr - Mom said not to wade out too far. You never
know when the rip tide's going to come in to shore. You know
..."

Cap, squatting on the hot sand examining a piece of
washed up sponge, watched the sun reflecting from the
bleached-blond hair of his twin sister as she waded in the
shallows. They were playing on the beach near their parent's
summer home on the banks of the St. Croix River in New
Brunswick. It was near the end of the holidays - and, truth be
told, they were just the slightest bit bored with it all. Which
probably had a lot to do with what happened.

Jennifer, older than Cap ‘by a good five minutes!’, so their
father said, was somewhat more adventurous than her qui-
eter brother, and in no mood for warnings.

"Listen, Smarty," she turned and said, "if I need your ad-

 Chapter 1: Rip Tide
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2  Aquila

vice I'll ask for it, OK? Anyway, I'm not too deep and there's
no tide at all. And there's all kinds of sand shrimps to see.
Why don't you come and have a look?" she finished, relent-
ing a bit from her initial short-tempered response - they re-
ally did get along well together, most of the time.

"Mmmmm..." was all Cap replied. He had broken his piece
of reddish finger-sponge in half and was examining the tiny
holes and spaces which made up most of its volume. Both he
and Jennifer were fascinated by the many things to be found
on the seashore, but he was more inclined to examine and
think while Jennifer preferred to watch living things. A hank
of his hair, also bleached to a sandy color, fell over his fore-
head, and he brushed it back absently.

It was a pretty lazy day. So far.

A Cape Codder fishing boat went by (a Cape Codder is a
10 to 20 meter boat with a very high, pointed bow and a wide,
low deck behind the cabin),  throwing up waves which made
Jennifer jump back to shore. Cap looked up, and saw some of
the people he'd met from the Biological Station in nearby
Brandy Cove. They waved at him, and he waved back.

"YOooooo, CAAAAPPP!", came a faint voice from the
boat behind one of the waving arms.

"YOoooo, FREEEEDDDD!", Cap shouted back, smiling
happily at this recognition, and waving even harder.

Jennifer was looking at the boat, and then to Cap.
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"Wave, Jennifer," said Cap excitedly, "It's Fred from the
station, remember?, and the Miss Michelle!" The Miss Michelle
was the name of the Cape Codder, painted on the stern and
each side of the high bow in large, slightly faded green letters
on the white woodwork.

Jennifer looked out at the boat cruising by, and waved
with her free hand. Her other hand was balancing her 'win-
dow' on the sand, to which she quickly returned her atten-
tion. This 'window', made especially for her and Cap by their
father, was a shallow wooden box about half a meter square
and 20 centis deep, mounted in a piece of styrofoam, with a
sealed plexiglass bottom. Their 'window to another world',
as their father had first described it, thus the name that stuck,
made it possible to see things clearly in the shallow waters of
the shore area without the distortion caused by light rays
bending when they left the water. It was one of Jennifer's
favorite things, and she never went near the beach without it.

Talk around the supper table back at the cottage was of-
ten about what strange and wonderful things she had seen
that day - sand dollars, sea urchins, seastars and odd-shaped
snails being the more common finds.

As the station boat disappeared around the bend and the
waves faded away, Jennifer waded along the edge of the wa-
ter. Cap finished his examination of the sponge and tossed it
to the line of seaweed from where he had originally found it.
He got to his feet and looked around. He squinted across the
river to the other shore of the St. Croix, about a mile distant at
that point, where the sun was starting to sink in the sky. Some
gulls and crows and shore birds - sandpipers, plovers, a Blue
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Heron - were beginning to gather as the tide went out.

The mud flats around the Bay of Fundy were a great feed-
ing ground for them, and during the spring and fall migra-
tions there were often millions of birds feeding here - now, in
late summer, the fall migration was just beginning, and each
evening a larger number were seen.

"Almost time to be heading back, eh Jen?" he called; "You
know what Mom thinks about us being late."

Jennifer looked up at him, then at the sun, and the birds
wheeling in the sky. It was a beautiful, lazy, late summer day,
just made for wandering by the shore.

"We've got a few minutes yet," she replied; "Come here
and look - there's a huge Moon Snail under the window."

Moon snails were one of Jennifer's favorite finds, com-
mon though they were - big, greyish colored snails, with a
foot often almost as large as her own. Much more exciting
than the small black periwinkles which left their trails every-
where - and much less dangerous than the rock crabs which
usually seemed to be bad-tempered and come chasing side-
ways after your bare feet, fierce-looking claws waving allover
the place.

Jennifer had actually been pinched by one of these crabs
earlier that summer, when she was walking without watch-
ing where she was going, and even though it didn't actually
hurt her much she was still cautious of them.

Moon snails didn't bite.
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"I've seen thousands of moon snails, Jennifer - maybe even
millions!" replied Cap; "What's so special about this one, eh?"

Cap had found a piece of an old lobster trap on the washed
up seaweed pile, and was walking along the strand-line (the
line of seaweed washed up to the high-water line at the top of
the beach), poking through the grey-green mass to see if there
was anything else interesting. A lot of sand-fleas (not real fleas,
but like tiny, jumping shrimp - 'Just amphipods,' his father
often said, as if everybody knew what 'amphipods' were)
hopped out of the disturbed seaweed, but not much else of
interest was to be seen. A bit of a breeze was beginning to
ruffle Cap's hair, from the land cooling down as the sun set
and the cooler air flowed out towards the sea. It raised little
sand-spurts along the shore and ripples in the water. A fish-
ing boat was coming upriver to dock for the night, in from
the Passamaquoddy Bay which the St. Croix flowed into.

"Nothing so special," replied Jennifer, "but I bet it's a lot
more interesting than that smelly pile of seaweed!"

And so saying she returned her attention to the window
and the moon snail, as Cap poked into his smelly pile.

He slowly wandered a few more yards down the beach,
seeing nothing interesting.

Finally he turned back to shout to Jennifer -

"C'mon, eh, Jen? I don't want to be la- ..JEN! ! LOOK OUT!!
LOOK OUT! !!" he shouted, for the large waves of the just
passed fishing boat were about to come to shore, and Jennifer
hadn't seen them -she had wandered out into the water al-
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most up to her waist, following the moon snail, and Cap was
sure the waves would mean trouble. He began to run towards
her.

Jennifer heard Cap yell, and looked up just in time to see
the first and largest wave about to catch her, rising and rising
over her waist and almost up to her shoulders. She kept on
her feet as it passed, but only just barely - and then the sec-
ond wave hit, not quite as high as the first, but since she was
off balance it was enough to wash her feet out from under
her.

"CAAAAPPP! !" she yelled, as she lost her footing,
"HEEELLLLPP!!" - and then she had to take a breath and close
her mouth before she went under - but she had had a chance
to look back to the shore and see Cap running towards her.
She wasn't panicking - her parents had taught her a lot of
things about being independent and dealing with things that
happen to you, and she was pretty brave to begin with, and
she had been playing around the sea for all of her life and
was a good swimmer - but she was definitely worried as her
instantly doubled heart rate proved, as her feet were swept
out from under her and she fell beneath the waves.

She kept a firm grip on her window - it was almost as
good as a life jacket, and very buoyant as it was made of wood,
and as her feet felt for and found the sandy bottom she pushed
herself towards the surface, kicking to try to stand again. She
got her feet under her, and realised that she had been swept
several meters further offshore already, for the water was now
well over her waist, with the following waves reaching al-
most to her neck, and making her start to lose her balance
again.
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Cap was splashing through the surf towards her, shout-
ing "JENNIFER!! JENNIFER!", as she splutteredand gasped
trying to get a breath.

Then Cap was there, just a few feet away in shallower
water, shouting advice as the waves from the fishing boat
kept knocking at her, smaller with each pass but still power-
ful - "The window! The window! Reach me the window and
I'll pull you in!"

All of this happened, of course, much faster than it takes
to tell it - and as Jennifer looked at her left hand, there it was
- the window; she just hadn't thought of it as a lifeline. Sway-
ing in the waves, almost knocked off her feet again, she tried
to get it around in front of her, where Cap could reach it.

"Just a little more, Jen," he panted, now waist-deep in the
waves, eyes wide, reaching towards her, "just a little more.
..there! I've got it! I've ..aaugghh!!"

Suddenly, with the waves still breaking over her head,
and just as she was certain Cap was going to pull her in to
safety, Jennifer saw her brother fall, as if his feet had been
yanked out from under him.

He went right in over his head, only to emerge beside
her, still gripping the window, spluttering.

"The rip tide!!" he gasped, looking at her with wide and
frightened eyes; "The rip tide is running!"

Then Jennifer felt it herself - a very strong, irresistible
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current flowing along the bottom, as high as her knees, like a
million strong hands pulling and pushing at her legs - and
then her toes lost the bottom, and she was being swept along
the shore, and finally away from it. She still had a grip on the
window, which helped her keep afloat, and as she looked to
it she could see that Cap also had a hold of it.

He looked at her from the other side, wild-eyed.

"KICK!!" he spluttered, spitting water from his mouth as
he shouted, "KICK TOWARDS THE SHORE!! MAYBE WE
CAN GET BACK IN!!"

And as he shouted, he flattened his body in the water,
kicking for all he was worth. Jennifer caught on instantly, and
did the same. They had both completely forgotten their fa-
ther's words about rip tides - to swim away from the shore,
until they got free from the strong current.

For a minute they held their own, and thought they might
even be going to make it. But they were too far out, with the
rip tide pushing them away from shore.

The ebbing tide, gathering speed with the pull of mighty
Fundy, toyed with them for a bit, then snuggled them up and
took them out to sea.
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The Fundy waters are not warm waters, being flushed
twice each day by the deep seas of the North Atlantic, but
it was not as bad as it might have been for two young peo-
ple lost at sea, swept far from land on the powerful Fundy
tides, with only a piece of wood and styrofoam to help
them stay afloat. The summer had been a very hot one,
with lots of sun, which helped. The outflowing St. Croix
river was also warmer than usual, for the same reason. And
the great Atlantic current known as the Gulf Stream, which
flowed up the Eastern coast of the United States and turned
south of Nova Scotia carrying a huge river of warm water
from the warm Caribbean Sea, was further north than usual
that year, in one of its cyclic variations, and its warming
influence went with the tides and the much colder North
Atlantic currents from Labrador and points north into the
Bay of Fundy where Jennifer and Cap were being carried
by the rip tide. This story might have been much different

9
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otherwise, of course, had not all of these things happened
just so - it might not have happened at all! - but these are
matters for old and wise philosophers with long grey beards
to discuss, or perhaps curious science students.

As it was, Jennifer and Cap were cold enough and very
frightened as the rip tide carried them into deeper waters
where other currents took over, and they were carried
swiftly along on the ebbing tide through the
Passamaquoddy Bay, past Campobello Island, and Grand
Manan Island, and other smaller ones, ever further to sea.
They clung tightly to Jennifer's window, and it was lucky
they had that, for some of the currents were quite rough as
they encountered narrows or conflicting flows.

And through all of this, most unlucky of all, they didn't
see one single fishing boat, coming home late from its day's
work. And the late summer sun was close to the horizon
when they began their unplanned journey; long before they
passed Grand Manan into Fundy proper it was a red line
over the distant coast. Full darkness would be around them
soon.

"Oooohhhhm, Jenniferrrr.. .."

"Oooohhhhm, Caaappp.. ."

Either of them would have been very brave alone, but
together they could reach across the window and hold each
other's hand, which was a big help. For the first part of
their unplanned voyage they had spent the time looking
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all around for help - they had thought that it was only a
matter of time until a friendly fisherman or patrol boat
spotted them, and got them back home - late for supper,
perhaps, and listening to another talk from their father
about “..being just a little bit more careful, ok?...”, but in
time for hot chocolate in front of the fire before bed and
dreams. Now they had to think about other possibilities.

"Wh-wh-what are we going to do, Jennifer?" asked Cap,
shivering a bit, sometime between sunset and moonrise. It
was a full moon, or almost, on this day, which was maybe
lucky for helping them see a bit as the sun finally went
down, but then the tides were always bigger and stronger
during a full moon, and if the tides had not been just quite
so strong on this day - well, this story might never have
happened. And whether that would have been a good thing
or bad - well, you can decide sometime later.

"I - I don't know what we're going to do, Cap," she
replied, shivering a bit herself, "You know that Dad always
said that, in shipwrecks, people should always stay with
the boat, or whatever is floating, and I guess the window's
it, for us. We wouldn't have much chance trying to swim
against this tide, anyway, even if we knew which way to
swim," she finished, looking around at the dark swirling
waters and the great maze of brightly winking stars slowly
beginning to brighten overhead. She looked back the way
she thought the land was, but could see nothing that looked
like St Andrew's, no lights or anything, not even from the
big Algonquin Hotel high on the hill over the town.
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"Ohhh, boooyyyy," said Cap, reaching over once again
to find Jennifer's hand, "this here's a bad one, Jen. I sure
hope they come looking for us soon."

As they continually looked around, hoping to see a
boat or plane on its way to rescue them, they saw nothing
- only a single bird winging high overhead, dipping low
enough now and then so the very last ray of the sun made
it clearly visible for a minute. It almost seemed to be fol-
lowing them, as it would fly off and then return, wheeling
in great circles far above. Several times it flew slowly
around them just a few feet overhead, watching them in-
tently. It was a large white seabird, with black wingtips
and a yellow patch on the neck - a very handsome bird.

"It's a Gannet, eh, Jennifer?" said Cap as they watched
it - both he and Jennifer were familiar with most common
birds, since their Mother was an avid bird-watcher, and
regularly took them with her on her bird-watching expe-
ditions - the tidal Fundy shores were a favourite sport for
birds to stop and feed, especially on their long migrations
north or south, fall and spring, and millions of birds of
hundreds of species could be seen throughout the year.

"I think so, Cap," she replied, "but aren't they usually
found more out to sea? It's somehow kind of comforting,
though, eh?"

As nightfall overtook them completely, and even the
thin red line of the coast eventually disappeared, things
became much different. They were lucky enough to have a
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clear night so the almost full moon let them see a bit, so it
wasn't pitch black. The stars were bright and plentiful, and
there was even a shining from the surface of the ocean to
add a little dim illumination to the situation. Under other
circumstances (such as a boat, warm jackets, cocoa, and
adults who knew where they were), it could have been a
quite pleasant evening on the Bay of Fundy. This, how-
ever, was rapidly becoming dangerous.

"Cap! Cap! WAKE UP!" shouted Jennifer, reaching
across to slap at, then grab, his hand, which had almost
slid from the window.

“Wha'?" he said, eyes popping open.

Jennifer could feel tears coming to her eyes, for she
was becoming very tired herself, and chilled as the cool
Fundy waters slowly but surely sapped their body heat.

"Cap! You mustn't fall asleep!" she said, urgently, "You
almost did there, and let go of the window! I don't think
we'll have any chance at all if we lose the window! You
must stay awake! You must!"

Cap knew she was right, and was coming around a
bit.

"Oh, I know, Jennifer, I know!" he answered, "But I'm
tired - so tired!"

And so it went, for hour after lonely hour, with one of
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them almost falling asleep and losing the window, and be-
ing awoken by the other, and then the other doing the same.
The bright stars and moon watched them from far, far away,
as they struggled. They watched each other, seeing each
other's eyes by the reflected starlight, knowing by this when
the eyes were closing.

But it could not last - the day had been too long before,
and the night too tiring, and the chill overtaking them. And
as the moon was finally reaching the far horizon and the
first rays of the sun beginning to lighten the eastern sky,
their eyes finally closed together.

Sleep came, heavy and dreamless, to two reluctant sail-
ors. Their hands, clasped over the top of their window,
relaxed and started to slip, and jerked back together, even
in sleep. Until the next time they started to relax ...

Bobbing gently in the calm, pre-dawn waters of Fundy,
with the 'Scree!'-ing of seagulls beginning overhead, sleep-
ing fitfully with ten little fingers relaxing then clenching
tightly around the window and each other's arms even in
sleep, Jennifer and Cap did not see the massive dark shape
rising slowly under them from the depths of the sea, then
the huge head slowly breaking the surface just a few feet
away. A great black eye regarded the bedraggled, sleep-
ing,

shivering figures for a very long moment, then, just as
mysteriously as it had come, sank once again beneath the
swell.
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But it didn't go far. As first Jennifer, then Cap, slowly
lost their grip on the window and began to sink in the black
Fundy currents, this huge shape slowly, carefully rose be-
neath them, and its great broad black back became a pallet
for them, a broad black bed cradling them over the sea, as
they curled into tight cold bundles and dreamed dreams
no child had ever dreamed before.

Cap was the first to awake, spluttering a bit and chok-
ing as though someone had just thrown a glass of water in
his face. He coughed a moment, rubbing his hand over his
head and eyes. He realised he was half-sitting, with legs
tucked beneath him - and remembered ...lost at sea! Float-
ing all night in the Bay of Fundy! His eyes snapped open -
had it all been a dream then? Where was he - would his
eyes open on the familiar dark rectangle of his bedroom
window in the almost-dawn?

Hope quickly faded, at least as far as this all being a
dream went. All around him, as far as he could see, was
water. Black, choppy, cold water, with a blue sky above, a
line of clouds on the horizon where the sun was starting to
rise, and a few gulls high overhead, their distant cries only
barely heard in the freshening breeze. And not a boat in
sight. But ... wait ... what was he lying on? Where was
Jennifer, and the window?

He had not far to look. As he turned his head full cir-
cle, his body following in quick, short bursts of movement,
he saw Jennifer behind him, and the window beside her.
She looked rather sad, curled up in a little ball, head on
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one of her hands with the other pressed between her legs
for warmth, once pretty hair now scraggly across her cheek.
As Cap looked, she cried out and frowned, and put both
hands over her face. She became still, and Cap knew this
to be a sign of her waking up.

"Caaa-aap?" came a small voice from behind Jennifer's
hands.

Cap eased over beside her, and reached out to touch a
hand.

"I ... I don't know how okay it is, Jen," he bent his head
to whisper close to her ear, "but I'm here. .."

The first and second fingers of the hand over Jennifer's
right eye slowly parted, and Cap could see a big green eye
peering out at him. It regarded him for a second, then sud-
denly Jennifer leaped to her knees and the two of them
embraced in a long, tight and very reassuring hug.

"Cap," asked Jennifer some time later, "where are we?"

It was full dawning now, and as they loosened their
hold on each other (although not entirely!) and looked all
around them, they could see only sea. Off to the north (they
both knew about the sun rising in the east, and setting in
the west, and finding their directions from there) there was
a long black line of angry-looking, rolling clouds.

Nowhere was there any sight of land. Probably around
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the same time they both began to wonder what they were
sitting on.

Jennifer looked down in front of where they sat, and
tapped around with her hand.

"Cap," she said quietly, "look. This isn't wood, like a
wrecked boat, or rock or dirt like a little island. .."

She got to her feet, pulling Cap along with her. They
stood, hand in hand, swaying slightly on the back of the
great body, slowly turning around and examining it from
end to end. They saw a huge black shape, at least fifteen
meters long and three wide, gently curving so that the cen-
tral area where they stood was about level with the water,
while in front and behind was just submerged, small waves
breaking on the edges of their little island in the calm early
morning sea. Just behind where they stood was a small,
sail-like object sticking up from the surface. What appeared
to be a huge tail, a tapered shaft with very large flukes on
either side, stretched out far behind them, gently moving
up and down. The other end was just a huge rounded dark-
ness. Right in front of them they could see two very large
and long arm-like extensions sticking out a meter or two
down from the sides of their island, slowly waving in a
figure-8 pattern through the water.

Its color was basically a deep blue-black, but there were
rough white patches of barnacles scattered all along its
length, and a whitish color covered most of the front 'arms'.
Jennifer and Cap were no dummies - they had spent many
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summers on the shore by the cottage, and had been on
many boat trips of different kinds with their parents and
observed many kinds of sea creatures. Not to mention they
were pretty smart anyway, and watched 'Nature' on the
PBS cable TV station, and 'The Nature of Things' on CBC,
and other suchlike programs, with their parents' encour-
agement (such programs were actually almost all their
parents would ever let them watch on the TV). They had
been out on the Miss Michelle from the Biological Station
once or twice, and talked with the visiting scientists. And
now they looked at one another, eyes wide, thoughts whirl-
ing. They had seen things like this many times before, just
never quite this close up and personal.

"Jenniferrr, , ,"

"Cap.."

"It's a - a - a whale, isn't it!?" finally whispered Jennifer,
stepping even closer to Cap and putting an arm around
his waist.

"I .." began Cap, but just then the great tail behind them
rose into the air and slapped the water, sounding almost
impatient, and propelling them forward.

They lurched, free arms swinging wildly as they re-
gained their balance. A few feet in front of them, two holes,
side by side, suddenly appeared in the middle of the black
body, and a huge geyser of water spurted high into the air
above them, followed by a great sucking sound, as of air
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being drawn into a huge bellows. Then they heard a voice
- or perhaps felt it - they never did find out if that voice
came from the spouting hole or from somewhere else, or if
they just felt the vibrations through the great body, or some-
thing else altogether.

"Good morning, small creatures," was, wherever the
voice came from, what the voice said, "Of course I am a
whale! What else could I possibly be? And if you knew
about whales at all, you would see that I am a Humpback
whale, for who else has such long and beautiful and useful
pectorals, hmmm?"

Here the whale arched the front flippers high out of
the water, over its back and Jennifer and Cap's heads. Each
flipper was at least 4 meters long, and the twins looked up
in awe as they touched high over their heads, then slowly
returned to the water.

"But I know who I am,” continued the great beast;
"More to the point is - who are you? And what are you
doing so far away from the waterless places where you
live? For I know from unpleasant experiences that crea-
tures such as yourself do not survive long in my ocean,
and the breath goes from their bodies and the life from
their eyes if they try. Is it not so?"

Jennifer looked at Cap, then spoke.

"I - ah - I guess it is so, Mr. Humpback whale, Sir;" she
began, uncertain of how to address a whale; "We are hu-
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mans, human children, and we got carried away in the rip
tide, and really would much rather not be here at all. Not
that it isn't all very nice, mind you, for yourself, I'm sure!,"
she hastened to add, "but we would really like to go home!"

The blowhole opened again and the whale spouted,
then drew in another breath.

"Mmmm..." it vibrated. "You must call me Aquila," it
finally said; "I know not of the 'Mr Humpback Whale Sir'
calling, but Aquila is my true name for others to know me
by. Sit now, by the back fin if you must hold on to some-
thing. I am afraid that I am in a most un-whalelike hurry
this day, for there is a call which I must answer, and since
I now find myself with an unexpected charge which may
slow me somewhat, I must be underway. I will think on
these things while we travel."

As the large tail began to slowly undulate, Jennifer and
Cap looked behind them, and surely enough there was a
fin back towards the tail - the sail-like object they had no-
ticed upon awakening. Not large, but certainly enough to
hang on to. They carefully stepped back to it, and sat with
their arms around it, the window between them. The great
tail slowly rose into the air as if to slap down and get
underway - then paused, finally lowering gently.

The Humpback whale who called himself Aquila
spouted, as he glided to a halt.

The voice came back to the children once again.
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"But I would know," it said, "just what the callings are
of the small human ones which I am carrying this day,
mmm?"

So saying, he rolled partially over to one side, causing
Jennifer and Cap to move to the other to avoid rolling off
into the water.

The great head bent partially out of the water, and they
realised that a large black eye was looking at them, from
just in front of the pectoral fin. A very human-looking eye,
in that it seemed most intelligent, although somewhat larger
- it actually looked more like a car tire with a huge pupil
inside it than an eye. They cautiously took a few steps closer
to it, ever polite as their parents had taught them to be
when introducing themselves to strangers, and replied, or
tried to.

Jennifer looked to Cap, frowning.  “The 'callings'?” she
asked, “what does he mean...?”

“I’m not sure,” answered Cap, frowning also, “let’s see
- oh! - I think I know - I think he wants our names! - what
we are called!”

“Oh - that sounds logical,” said Jennifer (their parents
were quite big on logic, and they had learned that being
logical was good, at least for most things). “Let’s try.”

And they stood up and took a step or two towards the
head, looking at the great eye.
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"I'm Jennifer, Mr. ... ah ... Aquila. ..."

"And I'm called Cap. .."

The great eye looked at them for a long moment, then
blinked (or just possibly winked - they could only see the
one eye, of course, at a time, so had no way of knowing).
Slowly the whale righted itself, and Jennifer and Cap hur-
ried to resume their seats by the fin. Aquila slapped his
tail on the water, lightly, and it began to move powerfully
up and then down and up and down, as the great beast
swam purposefully off with its two small passengers.

High above them a large white bird with black wing
tips dipped once, then turned and flew off towards the
north, quickly growing smaller and smaller, and then dis-
appearing into the background of the clouds.
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The great humpback travelled swiftly through the wa-
ter, propelled by the steady, powerful strokes of the huge tail.
It travelled just below the surface, in a long, shallow arc, only
raising its head every few hundred yards to blow and breathe.
As the dawning became morning, the line of black clouds from
the north grew closer and the waves around them grew larger,
often breaking over Aquila's back and drenching Jennifer and
Cap. They didn't really mind, of course, for the sun was warm
and it was nice to get cooled off, and it was much better to be
where they were than alone in the water with only the win-
dow for support. They were a little concerned about the
weather, though - and beginning to get more concerned about
some rather insistent grumblings in their stomachs - after all,
they hadn't eaten since lunch the day before.

They talked while Aquila swam, and of course after won-
dering how their parents were and when they would see them

23
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again, and a few thoughts about what would taste really good
right about now (Cap's hot soup and chicken sandwich on
toast seemed to win out over Jennifer's perrenial current
favorite of french fries and gravy, although that would have
been ok too), they had to talk a bit about their new compan-
ion, looking up towards the head to see if there was any sign
he was listening. Cap, in his usual thinking way, wasn't say-
ing much before considering things, but Jennifer didn't think
whales were supposed to talk and said so - but then she also
knew that there were many things she didn't know, so was
prepared to accept it. Especially since it seemed to be hap-
pening. She had heard that whales were reported to be quite
friendly - their Father had been talking about taking them on
another boat trip to look at them because they didn't really
get very close the other time they went last year, but hadn't
gotten around to it yet.

And when her hunger overcame her caution, she finally
spoke up. Being one of those people who seem to say things
that come into their heads without thinking much about them
first.

"MR. WHALE!" she shouted (for the sound of the wind
and water rushing by was quite loud, and she feared he
wouldn't hear her).

"AQUILA!! AAAAQUILLLLLLAAAAA!!!"

Jennifer could shout awfully loud when the mood struck
her, and Cap had his hands tightly over his ears, leaning
against the fin for balance. But the whale didn't slow down at
all.
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Jennifer looked at Cap.

"Where are his ears?" she finally asked; "I don't see any -
maybe he doesn't have any."

They looked up at the black head.

"He must have," replied Cap; "He spoke to us before,
didn't he? And heard what we said?"

"Yessss...," Jennifer said, "so I guess I'll just have to get
closer to where they should be."

"Wait! Isn't that a little dangerous?" asked Cap, "He's go-
ing awfully fast - you might fall off!"

Jennifer looked at him with a long look.

"Right," he said.

Her eyes were flashing, and Cap kept quiet. Jennifer was
usually fairly tame, but when she got 'that look', it was best
not to argue with her. Anyway, she seemed to usually know
what she was doing.

She got to her feet, and began to stomp determinedly up
the long back of the whale - at least, as much as you can stomp
on a whale's back which is moving up and down underneath
your feet - until she reached the head. Whales have no visible
neck, so it is not always easy to tell where the head starts, but
at least to where she thought it should be, between the long
fins, near the double blowhole (not too near! - she had watched
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the power of its exhalations). She looked around to see if ears
were evident, but found none. So she took a deep breath and
prepared to shout loud enough so that, she figured, he would
hear her as long as he had ears at all, anywhere around.

"AAAA.. .," She was just beginning, when a large wave
swept over Aquila's head, and knocked her off her feet. For
the second time in less than two days, Jennifer was washed
into the sea, eyes wide and arms windmilling as she tried
unsuccessfully to keep her balance.

Cap was watching, of course, and reacted to her plight
immediately.

"Jennifer! !" he shouted as she fell, jumping to his feet,
"Jennifer! !"

Cap was no more likely to panic than Jennifer, and as he
watched her wash back past the long sides of the whale he
was already realising that she could swim alright and was in
no immediate danger, but that her only chance was for him
to get Aquila to quickly turn around and go back to get her.

"Jennifer!" he shouted once again, catching her eye this
time, "Here! Use the window to float on!"

And he threw the window to her, watching it land just
behind her, as he began to run up the whale's back.

When he reached a spot above where he remembered
the great eye had been, he jumped up and down as hard as he
could a few times, then dropped to his knees and beat with
his small fists on the thick, hard black skin of the whale.
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"HEEEYYY!!" he screamed at the top of his voice,
"AQUILLAAAA!! AQUILLLAAAA!!! STOOOPPPP!!
STOOOOPPPP!!!"

Almost immediately the huge tail stopped beating and
Aquila slowed. He raised his head, turning sideways as be-
fore, and Cap ran back to where he could see the eye. He
jumped as, close behind him, a spout of water blew to the
sky.

"Here, now, human," spoke Aquila, after drawing a long
breath, "what troubles you? And where is the other one?"

"Jennifer has fallen in!" Cap shouted excitedly, pointing
back behind them, "she was trying to make you stop, but a
wave came and washed her off! You have to go back! Hurry!!"

"When? Where?" asked the whale, turning sideways to
look up at Cap and beginning to turn its great body in a larg-
ish circle (a body that size wasn't going to be turning in a
small circle) with short motions of its pectoral fins.

"Just a second ago!" shouted Cap, waving his hands in
excitement; "Right behind - there!" he said, as he pointed to
where he could still see Jennifer, although only sometimes as
she went in and out of sight in the troughs of the waves.

Aquila could evidently move quickly when he chose. As
Cap fell to his knees and clung desperately where there were
no handholds for him to cling to, Aquila's body bent and
curved, tail flukes and side flippers all in action, and in a very
short time Jennifer was once again safely on his broad back,
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shivering a bit and clutching the window.

Aquila swam slowly in a circle as Jennifer shook herself
off, then spoke.

"MMrnrnrnhrnrnrnrn. If you two would be so kind as to
step onto my flipper," he said, turning a bit to his side and
waving his flipper in the water, "perhaps we could have a
little chat, where I can see you more comfortably."

Jennifer and Cap looked at each other, and at the flipper
which was well down on the side of the great body.

It flapped a bit impatiently, so it seemed, as the eye looked
at them. It was not as difficult as they thought it would be to
climb down to the flipper, as the great whale body had ridges
and large growths of barnacles and other things that served
as places to put feet and hold onto.

The flipper wasn't anywhere as wide or solid as his back,
and Jennifer and Cap edged carefully along it, until Aquila
could turn it enough so that they were, more or less, eye to
eye. They sat, legs hanging in the water, and waited.

"Mrnrnn. MMMMnmm," Aquila finally said, blowing a
long spout, then breathing deeply. Cap and Jennifer had a
feeling they were about to get a bit of a lecture, like when
they stayed out after dark back at the cottage, or something.
It wasn't long in coming.

"You young must be more careful. There are things in
the sea that do not protect you. Indeed, might even eat you.
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MrnrnrnHMMM." They were noticing already that Aquila
often made a sighing sound - it seemed to punctuate his con-
versation regularly, and seemed to mean he was thinking - it
could sound disapproving, as it kind of did now, or chuck-
ling or sad or just contemplative.

He began to move through the water as he spoke, lean-
ing partly to one side to keep Jennifer and Cap mostly out of
the waves and still in his sight.

"But the young male. ..Cap? Mrnrnrn?" Cap nodded at
the great eye, "The young male said you wanted to stop, ahh,
Jennifer?" - she nodded at the eye staring so close beside her -
"Why would that be, now, rnrnrn? In the Humpback family,
most whale families in general, for that matter, the young
generally do as the Elders wish, and do not try to guide them,"
he finished, scolding a bit, although they could tell there was
gentleness and patience and even humour in his words.

Jennifer recognised that the whale's criticism was not
entirely out of place - she had heard the same thing in some-
what different words from each of her parents at different
times - but when you're hungry and lost at sea and even a bit
scared and being carried away over the ocean on a huge whale
that even talks - well, sometimes you just don't act like you
might at home, or in some perfect world.

"But we're sooooo hungry! !" she said, with that look that
usually got sympathy out of adults (of her own race, any-
way), "and I just wanted to ask is there any food in the ocean
around here for us to eat?"
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"Or water to drink - we're getting very thirsty, too!" added
Cap. "Water water everywhere and not a drop to drink!" he
added, waving his arm a bit theatrically around the great sea,
and looking to Jennifer who was rolling her eyes a bit, as she
did at times when his attempts at humor didn't impress her.

"Eat!" replied Aquila, sounding shocked if that was pos-
sible; "Eat! Why this is one of the best feeding grounds in the
whole ocean! I myself have been dining marvelously as we
swim, even under the restrictions of your presence! Mrnmrn
- but I forget, of course, in my hurry, that you are not of the
ocean - your feeding habits must be much different. Yes.
Mrnrnrnrn. MMMM," he finished, blowing again.

He was quiet for a minute, before continuing.

"Soooo, what shall we find you, rnrnrn? Would you like
some small fishes, or some plankton?"

"RAW fish!!??" said Cap, looking at Jennifer.

"GROSS!!" they said together.

"Gross?" said Aquila, "I do not understand this word, but
fish is a very good food, and provides both meat and drink to
hungry mammals such as ourselves."

"Ahhh, we mean we think we really wouldn't care for
fish right now, thank you just the same, if there's anything
else available? If it's not asking too much, I mean?" asked Cap.

"Well, then," said Aquila, bringing his flipper forward to
look at them, "how about some plankton? It's a very nice mix-
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ture today, if that would suit you better?"

"Plankton?" asked Jennifer.

"What's that?" finished Cap.

Aquila looked at each of them for a long second.

"Mmmm. MMMM," he said, "And have you been with-
out Elders for long, or have they just failed to teach you?"

"If you mean our parents, when you say Elders," said Cap
frowning, just perhaps a little provoked at anyone criticising
them, "we have been taught very well, I think! But there's
none of this plankton where we come from! We eat, like, ce-
real and vegetables and fruit and ice cream and roast chicken
and - and - lots of things like that - "

"Mmmm, yes, I suppose your food is different, in the non-
ocean," said the whale, "MMMM. This situation is, you see,
completely new to me, and I have other things on my mind
and am perhaps not thinking quite as clearly as I ought to be.
Let me see now - perhaps I have an idea."

He paused for a moment. "Yesss ...I think it should work.
Now, I shall stop my feeding for now, since I have had al-
most enough for this morning anyway, and you two shall
ride in my mouth for awhile. That way you can have a look at
the plankton and small fishes still in my baleen and find if it
suits you for food and drink, and I can travel at top speed to
where I am going. All our purposes shall be well served. Come
now. .."
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And so saying, Aquila slowly opened his mouth beside
them, as if it was the most natural thing in the world for them
to enter a huge, living mouth. Jennifer and Cap shrank back
together as the cavernous space opened beside them, as if the
whole top of the whale's head was becoming detached. It was
kind of like looking inside the large, dark, gloomy hold of one
of the fishing boats at the fishing station.

As if they were joined, Jennifer and Cap jumped from
the flipper and scrambled back up the whale's back and in a
flash were back by the fin where they had ridden before.

Aquila's huge mouth - at least the size of the front porch
on their cottage back on the St. Croix River, they thought -
slowly closed, and the great head turned the little it turned
and the black eye peered at them.

"Mrnrnrnm. MMMM. Am I to assume you don't wish to
ride in my mouth, then?" Aquila asked.

"We ... ahh ... we really don't know you quite that well,
sir," said Cap, "and wouldn't that be a little awkward for you
anyway?"

"Mrnmm, a bit perhaps," the whale replied, "but nothing
I couldn't live with. I see - you don't trust me - good! Good! It
is not well to be overly trusting in the sea, where small crea-
tures quickly get eaten by larger ones if they aren't careful -
although surely you must see that, had I wished you harm or
even for a meal, I could have done so while you slept before I
gathered you up onto my back, mrnmm? Or anytime since,
for that matter?"
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This was a hard argument to answer, as the children felt
the huge and powerful body flex and roll beneath them.

"Yessss, I guess so," answered Jennifer slowly, "but. .."

Cap was looking at Aquila's huge black eye as he spoke
to Jennifer. There was something about it, something human
or even more than human, something that told him that what-
ever was behind that eye never could or would cause them
harm. He turned to Jennifer.

"Jen," he interrupted, his stomach rumbling, "I think we
can trust him. And look - we can take the window and maybe
put it between his lips or whatever so we can see out.. ."

"Mrnmrn - what's that, then?" asked Aquila, gesturing
with his flipper to where Cap had picked up the window; "I
saw it before, but did not stop to inquire of its purpose."

"It's our window," answered Jennifer, "Our Father made
it for us so we could see under the water."

"Look," she said, holding it up for Aquila to see, tapping
the bottom and turning it around and over, "it has plexiglass
in it, and it's very strong."

"Mmmmm," said Aquila, studying the window for a
moment, "another one of those human things I have seen only
from a distance on your boats and things. Ingenious bunch,
always were. Quite too much so, in some ways. Yes, how-
ever, to return to the topic of discussion, I think I could find a
place where you might ride - and if that device is as sturdy as
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you say, you could place it between my lips to let you see a
little bit into the sea as we travel. A fine idea, actually, for
there are many fine things to be seen in the sea - things which
I could not show you otherwise."

Aquila was still swimming slowly along in the water as
they talked, evidently quite relaxed and enjoying himself, with
the flipper that was on the high side waving in the air or
splashing water back over himself almost playfully, splash-
ing the children a bit at the same time. The black eye some-
times looked at them, and sometimes turned to look ahead or
to the side. The blowhole was above the water also, so the
impressive spouts were not to be seen, just a periodic
'whooshing' sound, as the thick ridges around it parted and
he breathed.

"Well, Jennifer," spoke Aquila after a moment, "have you
decided if you can trust me yet? I dislike rushing you, or myself
- but I am, as I mentioned, in something of a hurry this day."

It hadn't really taken Jennifer long to decide, for the
friendly giant had saved her life twice already, as she was
well aware. She turned to Cap and shrugged her shoulders,
smiling. Together they walked forward along the broad back,
to the long greyish flipper, and finally to where the huge dark
cavern of the whale's mouth slowly opened for them.
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"I would have thought a whale would have a bigger
mouth," mumbled Cap, squirming a bit.

He and Jennifer lay on their stomachs, facing forward, in
the blackness of Aquila's mouth. It was about the size of their
parent's walk-in closet in the master bedroom at home - but
there the resemblance ended. Aquila had given them an ex-
planation when they had first climbed in, very cautiously, to
make them feel less afraid.

"That's it - step right in!" he had said (for some reason, as
Aquila said this, Cap thought of the fall fair in St. Andrew’s
they had gone to the year before, and the colourfully dressed
man with the big but somewhat sinister  smile saying “Step
right in...!” - to the House of Horrors; he didn’t share this
thought with Jennifer, on this day, however); "There's noth-
ing to be afraid of, and nothing you can hurt."

35
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From the edge of his pectoral fin, Jennifer and Cap could
see into the (from there) huge open mouth.

"Hey! There's no teeth!" exclaimed Jennifer.

"Teeth!" answered Aquila, "I should hope not! I'm a baleen
whale. Look - step in and I'll show you."

Finally, carefully, they stepped through the black open-
ing and onto the great tongue, massive and pink and soft/
hard, like a giant waterbed or perhaps a bowl of week-old,
red jello.

"Get settled, now," said Aquila, "you may find a little less
space once we're under way. I only open my mouth wide
when I'm feeding - it expands to many times its closed size
because of all the extra skin which folds up into pleats on the
bottom of my head when I don't need it."

Aquila wasn't moving his huge tongue when he talked,
Jennifer noticed. She figured he must be speaking from some-
where back in his throat, or where the spout came in, or ... or
something. It was almost like he was speaking directly into
their minds.

"Ohhhm look, Cap," whispered Jennifer, as she squirmed
around to get comfortable. She was pointing at, then reach-
ing for, some very strange things which covered the roof of
Aquila's mouth. There were hundreds of ridges of very hard,
bone-like material, all covered with stiff, greyish bristles, a
little like a mouthful of huge tooth-brush ends. Each ridge
was about a meter long, with the bristly part 20 or 30 centis
long. Jennifer reached up to touch one - rather like stroking a
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corn-broom such as her parents had at the cottage, she thought
- then jerked her hand back. A small, silvery fish fell from the
bristles and landed between her and Cap.

"That is my baleen you may see over your heads, all over
the roof of my mouth," came Aquila's voice, "for that is how I
feed. I take a great mouthful of water ..."

- and here he seemed to drop the bottom of his mouth to
demonstrate, and suddenly the twins were in an area at least
four or five times greater than before, for a second; then it
closed back to its original size -

"...and then I use my tongue.." (he waggled their pink
seat under them, then gently squeezed it and them for a mo-
ment to the overhead baleen) "to force the water out of my
mouth but first between the baleen plates, which trap all of
the creatures that were in the water. Then I swallow them. As
you can tell from my size, I must have a great deal of food
each day - and even more, for when the pod goes south in the
winter, often we will not eat for many weeks, and must live
on our fat. And now, since I have not cleaned my baleen care-
fully since the last mouthful, I am sure you should be able to
find some little fishes to your liking and be able to feed your-
selves. It is most fine food, I assure you!"

Jennifer looked at the little herring-like fish between her
and Cap, then to her brother.

Cap looked back at her, with sort of a smile on his face.

"Just raw fish, Jennifer - you know, when Mom and Dad
eat it, they call it suzy or something and make a big deal about
it."
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"Mmmmmhmmmm," replied Jennifer, not yet smiling.

"Aquila, what's a pod?" she asked, partly as a delaying
tactic while she thought about the raw fish. Suzy or whatever
(she thought maybe suzi wasn’t quite the right word) at least
sounded better; "And where's my window anyway? It's dark
in here!"

The only light, after Aquila closed his great mouth, was a
very slight greenish tinge in the air from the somewhat lumi-
nescent baleen, but it was not very bright.

"A pod?" answered Aquila, "A pod is just the name we
give to a group of us travelling together - like a flock of seagulls
or a school of fish - we are a pod of whales. What are a bunch
of humans called?"

"A bunch of us?" said Cap, joining in; "I .. ahh - I never
thought of it. What are a bunch of people called, Jennifer?"

"I don't know either," said Jennifer, "A crowd, maybe? A
mob? But don't change the subject, Aquila - what about the
window?"

"Mmmm. MMMMM," sighed the great whale, almost
sounding as if he was gently laughing, "Your window, of
course. So Jennifer can see the sea - and a wonderful sea it is
to see, too! Well, then, have you got it handy?"

Jennifer looked around, as Cap pulled it out from behind
him and handed it to her.

"Right here, Aquila," she said.
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"So. ..," replied the whale, "I will go to the surface for a
moment. ..”

"To the surface!" exclaimed Cap; "You mean we're not on
the surface now?"

They had felt the movement of Aquila, and had known
he was travelling because he was swimming along with an
up and down, curving motion, but were too busy examining
their new surroundings to think of what went on elsewhere.

"Of course we travel underwater," answered Aquila, "I
travel much faster that way. But here now - "

The great mouth partially opened around them, near
where Jennifer sat.

"You must hold your wonderful window between my lips
as I close them," instructed Aquila, "and it should be no prob-
lem for me to hold it in place so you can have some light and
see out."

Jennifer inched forward until she could do as Aquila said.
"Alright, then," she said when she was ready, and once again
the mouth closed around them. But it had worked - the win-
dow was lodged firmly between Aquila's lips, and they could
see out. It was not much light, they quickly found as Aquila
dove beneath the surface once again, but it was kind of the
principle of the thing. Even a small window is so much better
than no window at all.

And it had given Jennifer time to think some more about
eating, as well. She was very hungry.
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"Well, then," she spoke up, as if they had all along agreed
to eat some raw fish, "how about cleaning it, at least?"

She looked at Cap - and Cap reached into the pocket of
his beachcombers and pulled out his pocket knife. It was an
old, worn, faded-black, plastic-handled two-blader, but he had
had it for three summers now, and never went anywhere
without it. It was great for cutting into rotten wood to find
things, or prying open shells, or carving initials into things
(something he had been told not to do, but sometimes, just
sometimes, he couldn't resist when he saw an old fencepost).
He had never used it for actually cleaning fish before - his
father had shown him how to use the filleting knife (care-
fully!! - VERY sharp!), but there was always a first time for
everything. They both had helped their father before, after
fishing trips at home and the cottage. A filleting knife wasn't
much different from a jackknife, and Cap kept his good and
sharp with his father's sharpening stone in the fish tackle box.

Cap, quiet though he was, had the soul of a true adven-
turer. He deliberately opened the longer, sharper blade of his
knife and picked up the fish. Holding it upright against
Aquila's tongue, he quickly severed the backbone just behind
the head, as his father had taught him, to make sure the fish
was dead. He then edged the blade under the skin and cut
along the backbone. Soon the fish was filleted, and he cut away
a piece of soft white flesh. He looked at Jennifer, and offered
it to her. She shook her head hesitantly, indicating with her
eyes for Cap to try it first. Cap raised his eyebrows philo-
sophically, and put the morsel in his mouth. He chewed a bit
and then swallowed.
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"Not bad," he said, after a moment's reflection, "not bad
at all. Just a bit chewy, a small sort of fish taste, but not bad -
not bad ..."

Jennifer looked at him, eyes narrowed.

"Knife, please," she said.

Cap handed her the knife, and she cut away a piece of
the flesh, looked at it for only a second, then ate. She nodded
her head slowly.

"Not bad," she agreed, with only the slightest of grim-
aces; "Not great, but not bad. Considering the circumstances
- not bad - "

There were many fewer fishes in Aquila's baleen in short
order, for the fish were small and the appetites large.

While Cap and Jennifer ate, they slowly became aware of
sounds around them. These were faint at first, but grew louder
until they could hear them quite well, seemingly in the very
water all around them. The sounds were like nothing they
had ever heard before - there were very deep, groaning
sounds, and high-pitched squeals, and clicks and chirps and
long groaning sounds, and coughing sounds, and sounds like
sighs - it was like being in a zoo at night, Cap thought, with
night sounds from many mysterious things. Most of them
were long and drawn-out, sliding a few degrees up or down
and then fading. Sometimes it was like an echo, sometimes a
rusty saw, sometimes like a bird song played very, very slow.

There didn't seem to be anything exactly like human
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emotions in the sounds - no understandable joy or or sorrow
or anger - but they were very compelling, and at times almost
human, a something they recognised but just outside of their
experience. Even though they couldn't understand their pur-
pose, the notes seemed to strike a deep and sympathetic chord
in their own hearts.

As they finished their fish feast, Jennifer's curiosity once
again surfaced.

"Aquila!" she said, looking around the mouth, not know-
ing if this was how to get his attention, but not knowing any-
thing better to try first; "Aquila. ..?”

A long, high wailing sound faded out, and then they
heard what they had come to recognize as Aquila's voice -

“Mmmmmm...,” it said, lightly reverberating around his
mouth; “What is it, young one?”

“Ummm,” Jennifer began, “we were just wondering what
all those strange sounds are that we've been hearing?”

“Strange sounds?” replied Aquila, “You mean like this..
.” - and a long, low rumble began somewhere over their heads,
increased in volume and pitch until it almost got uncomfort-
able, then faded out, and a 'HOOOMPH-ah, HOOOMPH-ah'
sound began, lasting for a minute or more, then fading out as
well.

“Yes," cried Cap, "That's it! Was that YOU making all
those sounds, then, Aquila?"
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"Mmmmmm, why yes, some of them, certainly," he re-
plied, "1 was just speaking with the other Humpbacks whom
we are going to meet soon. .."

"Speaking! How do you call that speaking?" interrupted
Jennifer, without thinking where she was or to be polite,
“There's no words or anything!"

.
"Mrnmmm. MMMMMM," resumed Aquila, after a

minute, "But then, there is much more to communicating with
one's companions than simply words, don't you think?"

"Well," said Jennifer, somewhat put in her place (but only
somewhat), "I suppose so - but you can't really call things like
crying or laughing or moaning, communicating, can you? I
mean. .."

"Why, certainly you can!" Aquila exclaimed, "How can
you even think not to? MMMMMM!! Sounds of pain or joy
are some of the most original communications, and certainly
some of the most truthful. But there is still much more to it
than that. Words, you see, sounds like you are using, do not
carry well under water - but the great songs, with their long,
resonating notes, will travel hundreds of kilometres through
the water, from one of us to another. And also, over the times
of our generations, we have learned to understand a great
deal from these songs - songs not only from friend to mate,
but from Elder to young, who become Elders in their turn
and sing to the next generation."

"Hundreds of klicks!" exclaimed Cap, “Wowww!”

"Mrnmmm. MMMMMM," answered Aquila, "The songs
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you hear that are not mine are those of the Humpbacks we
are going to meet. They are certainly not hundreds of kilome-
tres away now - we use much deeper sounds for that dis-
tance - but they are still some kilometres ahead."

"Well. ..." said Jennifer, still not entirely satisfied, "Why
do you call them songs, then? And what are you talking about
- or singing about - what is it all, anyway?"

"Mrnrnrnrn .MMMMMM .MrnrnrnMMM, “ chuckled
Aquila around them ( they were slowly noticing that he was
never in any hurry to answer them - as if he always thought
about what he said before speaking); "They are songs because
they sing across the seas; they are musical in nature, with
different notes and different tones and different times and
rhythms; they are songs if for no other reason than we sing
them, to accompany us in our dance through the seas! We
sing of happiness and sorrow, of friendship and danger, of
mating and longing and wonder and journeys to the distant
oceans and feeding grounds. We sing to explore our home,
and to try and find what hurts us. We sing what must be
sung, when it is required to sing it. I fear that I can answer no
better - the songs are a part of us, even as your thoughts and
words are a part of you."

"So what were you singing then, this morning?" asked
Cap; "It sounded kind of sad. .."

“Mrnrnrnrn," answered the Humpback, "possibly sad,
possibly not. We have noticed of late a lessening of the food
supplies, and a sickness in the great Mother water itself - many
different sicknesses. Even the air we breath above is much
less pure than once it was, and the seasons themselves are
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changing. We do not know if this is just another cycle such as
are told of in the songs, of if there is something terrible about
to happen. We do know that there are some of your kind who
are doing things which harm our waters and air and the things
living in them, but we have not thought that you would or
could do anything which would harm us all in a way from
which we could not recover. Now we are not so sure. .."

Jennifer and Cap sat quiet, thinking, after what had been
a longish speech from Aquila, until he spoke again.

"Look out your window, now," he said, and they crawled
on their stomachs to where they could see out into the ocean
around them. It was a magical world, a few meters under the
sea - a blue-green color, with sunrays scattered throughout,
and single fishes and schools of fishes visible in the distance;
bubbles rising here and there, and mysterious dark shapes
moving at the edge of their vision. But Aquila had something
closer in mind.

"Now," he continued, "you see out there all the tiny things
floating in the water?"

"Yess ...barely; like dust in the air," answered Jennifer,
watching what appeared to be a clear soup full of tiny things
all around her, dancing like dust motes in the window at home
on a bright day.

"Mrnmrnrn, well, that is the plankton," said Aquila, "And
it is the very basis of life in the ocean. Most of those dots you
see are tiny plants called algae, and they work and grow and
work and grow to capture the energy from the sun and store
it in such a way that tiny animals - other of the dots you see
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out there - can eat. Then slightly larger animals eat them, and
small fish and larger fish or birds eat them - or I strain them
through my baleen! But nobody would feed without those
first tiny plants. Do you understand?"

"Nobody?" asked Cap, after thinking a second; "Why no-
body? What do these algae have to do with the food we get at
home?"

"In the long run," replied Aquila, "nobody. Think about it
- who could? Only algae and other plants like them can cap-
ture the energy of the sun - and all animals depend on these
plants to eat, or on animals which eat the plants. What would
you eat if there were no plants or animals? That is why we
are so worried to see less and less algae out there."

"I guess he means no grass, no cows - and no cows, no
milk or MacDonalds, eh?" said Jennifer.

"I do not know these things - grass or cows or
MacDonalds," said  Aquila, "but unless things are very much
different on the dry places than in the seas, they must be tied
into the great chain of life somewhere. But that is why we are
gathering at this time - the call has gone out across all of the
seas that our waters may be in the greatest trouble we have
ever known, and our plankton and food supply about to dis-
appear. It is becoming difficult, often now, to find enough to
feed ourselves, even though our numbers are much fewer than
they were. The other whales and fishes are the same - much
diminished, yet hard pressed to feed the few that are left. We
meet to speak of the problem, and see if there is something
which may be done."
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"That's pollution and things like that, isn't it?" said Cap,
"Dad and Mom talk about it sometimes - it never seemed that
important to me - we have lots to eat, and the air at home
doesn't seem to be that bad. .."

"Mmmmm," replied Aquila, after a moment, thoughtfully,
"it would seem that that is part of the problem. No-one be-
lieves there's any danger until they are caught up in it them-
selves - and by then it's too late to stop the damage."

Suddenly, as he finished speaking, Aquila's whole body
lurched violently to the side, as if he had been struck by some-
thing - and then again, from the other side. They heard him
grunt in surprise, then begin to rise towards the surface. Their
eyes grew large with apprehension.

Outside the window, where they were looking to see if
they could see anything, there appeared to be a long, black,
torpedo-like shape flash ominously by. There may have been
others in the distance, but they were not sure in the gloomy,
quickly-moving seas outside their window.

"Aquila!" cried Jennifer, "What is happening? What are
those dark things and why are you being bumped?"

Aquila did not answer right away, and they suddenly
broke through the surface. He appeared to be swimming in
no particular direction, twisting and turning, sometimes just
above, sometimes just below, the water surface. And still they
could see the black shapes, and feel Aquila shudder as they
drove into him, and grunt with each impact.

"Aquila!" cried Jennifer once again, "Please tell us what is
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happening!"

 “I cannot talk now!” came the voice of the great whale,
in short bursts of sound, “There is something very strange
going on, though; I am being rammed by a group of Pilot
Whales - it is unheard of! Wait - I...”

Aquila lurched again. They were looking out the win-
dow when Aquila's lips briefly opened around it, and pushed
it inside with them, then closed tightly. His great tongue lifted
them closer to the roof of his mouth, so they were left very
little space - less room to tumble about in, as it turned out.

“HOOOOLLLLD OOONNNN!!” came the voice around
them.

They heard Aquila blow and take a huge breath, then felt
themselves rising, rising ... then falling, falling - and a huge
CRASH! around them, then it seemed as if they were plum-
meting to the very depths of the ocean.
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"Oooohhhh, my ears!"

Cap had his hands over his ears, and was frowning in
pain.

"Swallow, Cap, swallow!" said Jennifer, swallowing
herself; "Like in Scuba diving - remember Mom telling us
about it? To relieve the pressure, or something ..."

Cap swallowed a couple of times and relief quickly
showed on his face.

"Yes - that's better," he said, "but what's happening?
Where are we going?"

They had been rapidly sinking, as far as they could
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tell, for a minute or more now, with no idea of what was
happening outside of their nest in Aquila's mouth. As they
spoke, however, the falling seemed to stop and they began
to move forward very rapidly. As they did so, they began
to feel the bumps again, but not as many or as hard as
when they started.

"I don't know; let's see if we can find out. AQUILA!"
she shouted, although she did that only once, for it was
very loud in such a small space; "Aquila! What's happen-
ing? Can you talk yet?"

"Mmmmmm," came the voice of the great whale, "I can
talk for a brief time, but can tell you little you do not al-
ready know. As we travelled before, I saw a group of Pilot
Whales approaching - do you know them.. .?"

"No," replied Cap, "what is a Pilot Whale?"

"A Pilot Whale is a toothed whale which grows to about
five or six meters long," Aquila explained; "I saw them com-
ing - they have always been common around this area and
they are usually very friendly. But these ones - as they ap-
proached I began to to detect something strange - they
weren't talking or signalling like they usually do - there
was altogether something menacing about them - MOST
unusual - and suddenly they just began to bump me, and
even bite! I attempted to speak with them, but they would
not reply - almost as if they are possessed by a strange
power, or have simply lost their reason! They are certainly
not themselves, at any rate!"
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"Well ... what's going to happen, then?" asked Jennifer,
shivering.

"Oh, I think there is no real danger," reassured Aquila,
"They are too small to threaten me seriously. But it is some-
thing which must be understood - the gathering will have
to consider this as well as our other problems. We have
heard of groups of whales before suddenly losing their
sense and  attacking each other or stranding themselves
on the edge of the sea and dying for no apparent reason.
These things only began to happen recently - actually, about
the same time as we began to notice that our Home was
being damaged to a serious degree by the dangerous and
great amounts of poisons added to it by your own kind."

"You think that the Pilot whales and other whales are
going crazy because of the pollution in the ocean?" asked
Jennifer.

"We do not know," said Aquila, "But it is certainly a
possibility. But enough talking for now - I must see if I can
stop them. Hold on!"

So saying, Aquila once again rose rapidly through the
water - then out of it in a great breach - 4, 5, almost 10
meters he rose!, then slowly, like a huge tree falling in the
forest, tumbled majestically backwards - CRASSHHH!
SSPPLLASSHHHHH!!! - into the sea. As he breached, they
heard him take a deep breath - then, as he fell backwards,
he began to roll in the water (not unlike being inside a card-
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board box rolling down the grassy hill behind their house,
Cap thought).

Over and over, with Jennifer and Cap holding on to
the baleen plates and bracing themselves on Aquila's
tongue, over and over, up and down out of the water,
CRASH and SPLASH they could hear from inside his
mouth.

Finally they felt him rising once again far out of the
water, coming down with another great SPLASH!, blow-
ing and breathing, then diving down, down, down, this
time Cap remembering to swallow so his ears didn't hurt.

"Mmmmm. MMMMMmnmm1. MMMMMMMMM,"
came the voice of Aquila, as they leveled out and started
swimming forward again, quite fast. "I think they'll not
bother us again, now. No, I think not. But it is a story my
pod will have to think on, when we meet. Breaching is such
fun, isn't it?"

                                    *************

"Aquila, tell us some more about the different kinds of
whales, can you?"

Jennifer was looking out the window, which had been
returned to its place between Aquila's lips soon after they
resumed their journey, and had been thinking about many
things - including whales. Whales like the Humpback
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Aquila, who was starting to seem like a huge, kind friend,
and the other whales as well.

"Certainly, young one," responded the great beast,
"What is it you would like to know?"

"Welll, everything, of course!" she replied, after think-
ing a second, "For instance, you said that the Pilot whales
were toothed whales - and you obviously have these baleen
plates - what other kinds are there? Or how many?"

"MromromM"," answered Aquila, after his usual pause;
"There are only the two kinds of us - toothed and baleen.
We baleen whales are fewer in number - but most of us are
much larger in size than the toothed ones. Let me see ...
there are about eighty species of whales altogether, and
only about ten are baleen feeders like us humpbacks."

"You do know, of course, that we are not just big fish,
but are much more like yourselves than like fish?"

"Of course," replied Jennifer, "You breathe air like we
do, and not water - that's why you've got the big blowhole
on the top of your head, and have to come to the surface
all the time."

" MmnunMMMM..."

"But you must be the biggest whale of them all," inter-
rupted Cap, who had been listening with interest, and
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wanted to get the conversation back to where he was most
interested in, "You're monstrous! I mean, er, huge! How
could there ever be anything bigger!?"

"MrnnunroMMMMM," chuckled Aquila (yes, they
were starting to actually be able to hear the laughter in his
voice), "Large I am, but not the biggest, oh no, not by a
long margin. The Blue Whale is the biggest of us all - he
may grow to over thirty meters, give or take a bit!"

"Thirty meters! One animal?!" exclaimed Jennifer, "But
that must be almost twice as big as you! Are you sure?"

"Mrnrnrn, oh yes, I have seen them many times. I look
like no more than a young beside them! But they are very
scarce anymore - your kind who hunted them took a great
many, and now they are very wary, and dive deep and
long far away from humans. They feed in the deep Arctic
krill grounds, and frequent the Abyss, and carry scars of
time as well. One or two of them will be a part of our com-
ing gathering."

"Krill?" asked Jennifer, "What is krill?"

"Krill?" answered Aquila; "Krill is a very common type
of plankton - a little animal like a shrimp. Their numbers
are so great in the cold, rich waters of the Arctic and Ant-
arctic that they are a major feeding ground for us.

"And the other baleens - well, there are the Right
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whales, and the Greys, which are not found in this sea
anymore after being hunted for so long there are hardly
any left in this area, and the Bowhead and Sei and Fin - all
of them larger than ourselves! And some small ones - all of
us feeding on the plankton and small fishes in the water,
straining it through our baleen plates. It is very nourish-
ing, as you can tell by the size of us all!"

"But what about the killer whales?" asked Cap, who
had been waiting impatiently for Aquila to talk about the
ones he had seen on television and at Sea World in Niagara
Falls where they had visited the summer before.

"Killer whales, mmmmm?" answered Aquila; "We do
not think of them as 'killer' whales so much ourselves -
they, like the other toothed whales, eat fish and perhaps
seals, but they are no more 'killers' than any other meat
eater, in the sea or on land - less so than many, probably.
They are just known as Orcas to us - closely related, actu-
ally, to the Pilot whales which acted so strangely before.
And they are far from the largest or strongest of the toothed
whales."

"There's bigger ones than the killers, then?" asked Cap,
eyes wide; "Orcas, that is, I mean..."

"Oh, yes, of course," answered Aquila, "The greatest of
all toothed whales is the Sperm whale - I am sure you would
recognise it if you saw one - it seems to be what most of
you humans think of when you think 'whale' - the Moby
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Dick that one of your writers described was a Sperm - have
you heard of this?"

"Oh, yes, of course," answered Jennifer, "We have the
book about 'Moby Dick' at home - by Mr. Herman Melvin,
I think, or something like that - and they even made a movie
of it! But how do you know so much about what people
do, anyway?"

"Movies, hmmmm?" replied Aquila, "I do not know
much about movies! But what we do know comes from
many places and times, over the generations. As one of us
comes in contact with humans for awhile, when taken to
your places to be studied alive, we observe what we can
and pass the information on to our kin with our songs, and
this information is passed on to all of us. It is not a lot, but
it does build up over the years."

"You were talking about the biggest whale of all," said
Cap, "weren't you? The Sperm?"

"Mmmmm, of course, the Sperm," continued Aquila,
"The Sperm is much larger than myself. A sociable beast,
but not one to anger, if you've ever seen those teeth! They
like to dive deep into the Abyss, and hunt the giant squids
... now there's a story for a day when we have more time!
Many of them do not come back from such dives - the gi-
ant squids are very fierce - and many others carry long
scars from the battles. Mmmmmrn."

"And I am sure you know of the Dolphins and Por-
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poises, for they are everywhere ..."

"Dolphins and Porpoises are whales!" exclaimed
Jennifer," I didn't know that! Why, we were watching some
just a few days ago up the St. Croix!"

"Oh, yes, nmunmmmm," continued Aquila, "Toothed
whales, small and playful and friendly; we all love them
very much, they are so carefree and happy. But we also
fear for them, for they are being mercilessly hunted in some
parts of the seas, and destroyed in very large numbers."

"They're what!?" demanded Jennifer, outrage creeping
into her young voice.

"Oh, yes," answered Aquila, "We do not know why
some of your kind do what they do, but there is little doubt
of what they are doing, and especially in the great sea on
the other side of our world the dolphins are being hunted
and destroyed in greater numbers every year."

Jennifer wasn't happy about this. "How could they do
it? And why? Such beautiful animals ... I'm going to ask
Father about this when we get home. Surely he can think
of something to stop this!"

Cap had been looking out the window while listening
to Jennifer, and suddenly spoke.

"Aquila!" he said, "There's something else outside the
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window, and it's very large! Is it the Pilot whales back
again?"

Even as he spoke, a large, black silhouette glided si-
lently past them, visible through the window.

"MmmmmMMMMMM," answered the great beast,
"Not to worry, not to worry - did you not see the long pec-
torals, the beautiful wide tail? Much too big for a Pilot! No,
no, no - it is another of my own kind - an old and most
respected Humpback, actually, also on her way to the gath-
ering. I have known of her coming for some time now, but
had no chance to tell you because of your youthful ... im-
patience and endless questions! Just like our own young,
sometimes, mmmmm!"

"Another one!" exclaimed Jennifer, pushing the Dol-
phin question to the back of her mind for the time being,
and leaning up beside Cap to peer out the window.

And so it was. They both watched in fascination as the
new Humpback swam gracefully through the water ahead
of them - so far, their observations had been fairly one-
sided, from the place on Aquila's back when he was very
limited in his maneuvering for fear of losing his young
charges, or from inside his cavernous mouth, when they
could feel a lot but not see very much. But the new Hump-
back moved through the water beautifully, graceful and
lithe for such a huge, ungainly looking beast, as if flying
before them in long, shallow arcs, slowly heading towards
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the surface where the light was better. Now they could
actually see the long pectorals in action, as the whale used
them to make small corrections and turns, side to side and
up and down. The huge tail-flukes were also much more
apparent on the new arrival, with their powerful strokes
propelling it forward.

Suddenly the second Humpback sank from their sight
- the twins pressed their faces to the glass and could barely
see her. She was diving - then, as suddenly as it had sank,
it turned and began to rise - but there was something com-
ing from its blowhole -

"Aquila!" exclaimed Jennifer, "What is it doing? Is it
alright?"

"MImm1IMMMMM, 'SHE', young one, She!" chided
Aquila, gently, "And certainly she is alright - she is but
feeding. Feeding, happy, and playing, all at the same time."

"Feeding!" exclaimed Cap.

"Yes," replied Aquila, patiently, "You see, this is what
we call bubble feeding. Watch now - she is turning as she
rises, and blowing air ahead of her. This creates a whirl-
pool in which the small fishes become trapped and cannot
flee - there now, see. .."

Jennifer's eyes were wide.

"Ohhhh," she whispered - for, as she watched, the
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Humpback was almost to the surface, and she stopped
blowing air, opened her mouth wide - and wider - and
wiiiiiderrr! ! ! The many folds of skin on the underside of
her huge head stretched out like a balloon filling with air
as she broke through the water surface and out of sight of
Jennifer and Cap from where they watched below. Then a
moment later she crashed back, creating a shock wave even
under water that they could feel as it went past Aquila.
Her huge mouth was closed as she fell back into the sea,
but they could see the turbulence around it, and even as
they watched it began to shrink, as the pleats of skin rap-
idly shrank to their normal shape.

"There," said Aquila, "you see? She has taken the fish
and plankton that she caught in her whirlpool as she rose,
opened her mouth and took them in as she broke the wa-
ter surface, and strained them through her baleen as she
feeds even now. It is fun and feeding all at once,
mmmmmmm. Joyfulness in life, as it should be!"

The new whale repeated the whole performance as
Jennifer and Cap watched, again and again, until finally
she swam around out of their sight behind Aquila, then
reappeared from the other side, slightly in front, and the
two great creatures swam side by side. Jennifer and Cap
could hear them singing to each other, in soft voices, as
they examined Aquila's baleen plates with new understand-
ing and interest.

"She is Megonne, young ones," said Aquila, after he
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had talked awhile with the new arrival, "And she is one of
our Elders. See - her left pectoral is shortened where she
was attacked by a shark many seasons ago, so she is easy
to recognize for you - although I have long known her from
her songs. Perhaps you will get a chance to speak to her
later, but do not count on it - it seems that things are much
more urgent than we had thought, and there is a large storm
approaching which will make our meeting short. Here now
- we have almost arrived. Mmmmmm. Hold tight!"

Suddenly Aquila took a sharp, short dive, then rose
powerfully towards the surface. Up, and up ... and way up
into the air, and then slowly over until CRASH into the sea
once again. As the window showed sea and sky and sea
again, Jennifer and Cap, who by now were used to this,
were holding themselves up by the window to see what
they could see. They saw Megonne breaching beside them
- and they hardly believed their eyes, but beyond her they
saw, swimming and diving and floating and playing, what
seemed to be an entire ocean full of whales!

The amazing sight was lost to them briefly as once
again Aquila fell into the water, the flicked his great tail to
breach again.

"Mmm...," they heard him, and they could tell he was
singing this time; "Breaching is such fun,
mImnMMMMmrn, and it is so good to be Home again with
the pod..."

The children hardly had a minute to look out their win-
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dow at the many different types of whales around them,
when their view was suddenly shadowed by the huge form
of Megonne swimming alongside Aquila. She rubbed right
up beside his head, so close they could have reached out
and touched her had they been outside instead of in. Aquila
was making some strange sounds, and swam around in a
slow circle with Megonne.

"What's happening, Aquila?" asked Jennifer, "Is any-
thing the matter?"

"Oh, I don't think so," replied Aquila; "Quite the con-
trary, actually - Megonne is about to have a birthing!"
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"A birthing - you mean like have a baby?!" exclaimed
Cap and Jennifer almost together, "How can she have a baby
way out here?"

Aquila answered them in a way which made sense to
him, although not responding directly to the children's con-
cern - they hadn't managed to think it through, but if they
had, they would have realised that whales don't go to hos-
pitals in the city to have babies like people do.

"Mnunm," he said, "naturally she shouldn't be having a
calf at this season - most young are born in the southern
mating grounds, and are several months of age before we
come to the northern feeding grounds here. We do not re-
ally know why Megonne has not followed the normal ways
of birthing - it is just one of the many strange things that
have been happening the last years. It will certainly be a bit
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of a problem for us, but we will gather together around her
and aid her as we must."

The children watched with great interest, almost awe,
the next few minutes as the great Humpback gave birth.

They had a front row seat for it, as Aquila never strayed
far from her side, swimming in long, slow circles around
Megonne, frequently talking to her in the chirps and whis-
tles that the children had come to know was the whales'
form of communicating.

What they saw was like no birthing they could ever have
imagined.

It was more like a dance underwater - graceful, beauti-
ful, yet as powerful as the great beasts themselves. The huge
black body of Megonne rolled and twisted in the dark wa-
ter, with the sunlight from above framing her in a halo of
sparkles and rays. Megonne never swam too deep, staying
always within a few meters of the surface, gliding through
the sunlight and shadows. Many other whale-shapes were
visible in the distance, coming close now and then beside
her, then swimming off again. It was a real problem for Cap
and Jennifer trying to watch two things at once - Megonne's
birthing, and the many different types of whales which
Aquila had talked about appearing for a moment nearby
then swimming off again. The nearby birthing usually won
out, however.

"Look, Jennifer," whispered Cap, "underneath her - it
looks like a little tail coming out of her!"
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"Yes," she whispered in reply, "I wonder if it's alright -
if  that's the way it happens ... if that's the new calf.."

"Of course, young ones," said Aquila, overhearing them,
"the young must be born tail first, or they would drown!
Watch, and you will see. ..”

Megonne was waving her back flukes up and down
quite hard now, once or twice rolling right over in the wa-
ter, and they could see the new whale calf emerging ever
quicker. Once the birth was started, the whole thing took
perhaps twenty minutes. Following the tail, the long black
shape of the new calf's body slowly emerged, and soon they
saw the soft white fins, folded against the new calf's body.
Then came the final miracle, as the young whale's black head
pushed free, and a minute later the calf was on its own! Cap
and Jennifer could see it give its first curious flip of its tail
and turn of its head, perhaps wondering at its existence in
the universe. Immediately Megonne turned and came up
beside it, with one of her long pectoral fins underneath it,
and quickly guided it to the surface.

"There!" said Aquila, relief and joy in his voice, "It is
done! The new calf is born and taken to the surface for his
first breath!"

Cap and Jennifer could only look to one another with
eyes and mouths open wide in wonder - then back to the
window. Aquila, whether intentionally or not, seemed to
be making sure they got a good look at what was happen-
ing, and they were now just under the surface of the ocean,
looking up to where they could see Megonne and the new
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calf clearly, swimming together over the waves.

"Ooohh, Cap," said Jennifer softly, "it's a miracle, it re-
ally is! Imagine really watching a baby whale being born!"

Cap would have answered her, but there was a large
lump in his throat - it was so beautiful, and caused such
amazingly confusing feelings inside him, he thought he
would have cried if he tried to talk just then. He could only
nod his head in agreement, watching out the window.

The little calf (little by whale standards, that is - in hu-
man terms it was over four meters long, and weighed, at
birth, about 600 kilos), even right at the minute of its birth,
was not helpless, like humans or many other tiny babies.
Like many newborns in the animal world, it was ready to
play and eat almost immediately, and begin exploring its
new home.

"Look, Cap," exclaimed Jennifer, "it's blowing already!"

And so the young calf was. Once on the surface, in the
care of Megonne for its first critical minutes, it quickly
seemed to figure out the fundamentals of a whale's life. It
spouted - small and hesitant the first time, then a little larger
a minute later, and finally, as Megonne eased it forward for
its first real swim and it went briefly underwater then re-
surfaced, a full-blown calf spout, with water arching almost
2 meters in the air.

"Mmm-hmmmm!" they could hear Aquila say, "The calf
breathes and swims in health. It is good! And now I must
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join the pod, and see what has been happening. I wonder if
my small passengers would mind if I left them with another
for awhile, rnrnrnrnrn?"

This last comment of Aquila's was a question for Cap
and Jennifer, as they understood.

"What do you mean, Aquila?" asked Cap, looking at
Jennifer.

"Well," replied Aquila, "there is a yearling female who
has expressed an interest in the young humans - yourselves
- and would like to visit with you for a time - and this would
be most convenient for me also, as I am one of the Elders of
our pod, and must now spend some time with the other sen-
ior Humpbacks who seem to wish to return to the South
quite soon, and talk this over with them. There she is, swim-
ming beside Megonne - if you agree, she will carry you on
her back as I did before, for a time  - and talk with you as I
have, as well."

Cap and Jennifer looked at one another for a minute,
then Jennifer shrugged her shoulders, and spoke for both
of them.

"I guess so, Aquila," she said, "if you say so. It will be
nice to be outside for a bit, anyway."

They heard Aquila make some whale-talking sounds,
and a minute later he rose to the surface, and opened his
mouth. Cap and Jennifer looked out, and right beside them
was the long, white pectoral of the other Humpback. They
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could see her eye ahead of the flipper looking back at them
- it was small and black, as are all Humpback eyes, but it
seemed young and friendly enough.

"There she is;" said Aquila, "Do not be afraid - she is a
mature and trustworthy whale, for her age! She is most cu-
rious about you humans, and I am sure you will have a most
interesting time with her."

"OK, Aquila;" said Cap, "I guess we'll see you soon, eh?"

"Oh, yes," said Aquila, "As you can see and feel, now,
the storm is moving this way, and we must soon decide what
we are going to do."

The flipper of the other whale waved a bit in the water,
invitingly and just perhaps a little impatiently, and Jennifer
carefully stepped out of Aquila's mouth onto it, and ran
quickly along it to climb up on the broad black back. Cap
was close behind, having just remembered to grab their
window. They both stretched, waved their arms, and
jumped up and down once or twice, easing the stiffness of
their many hours in the cramped quarters of Aquila's mouth.

Although their new whale was floating high in the wa-
ter, the waves were getting a little high, and her back was
almost constantly awash. The sun was still out, however,
and high and bright, so the two mainlanders on their little
island did not get too cold. They watched as Aquila looked
at them for a moment, seemingly making sure they were
settled, then gave a flip of his great flukes and disappeared
underwater.
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Cap and Jennifer waited for something to happen, look-
ing at each other and the new Humpback. She was not as
big as Aquila - perhaps ten or twelve meters long, compared
to Aquila's fifteen or more - and there were less scars and
barnacle patches on her flukes and fins. They had begun to
wonder if the other whale could speak to them as Aquila
had, when they found out she could indeed.

"So, hello then, small humans!" came the voice in their
head, as Aquila's had - only it was for sure not Aquila. This
voice was younger and more female sounding - it would
have been difficult for either of them to have said how they
knew this, but there was no mistaking the difference in their
minds.

"Umm, hello there, yourself!" answered Jennifer, "I'm
Jennifer, and this is my brother Cap - do you have a name?"

"Oh, of course," came the voice, "how silly of me not to
think of it. All of us in the pod know each other's names - I
did not think that of course, you would not! I am Sarra -
three years old, and Aquila's sister is my Mother, I was very
interested when I heard that Aquila was bringing two young
humans with him as he joined the pod at this time - I have
often travelled beside the small boats of humans, and ob-
served them when I could. And now I get to meet some per-
sonally - it is most exciting!"

So saying, Sarra raised her fins a few feet in the air and
slapped the water, propelling herself forward in a little jump,
knocking Cap and Jennifer off balance.
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"Whoa!" laughed Cap, recovering his feet before falling
into the ocean, "It's pretty exciting for us, too, Sarra - you
wouldn't believe the day we've had!"

"Can all whales talk, Sarra?" interrupted Jennifer; "We've
never heard of any whales talking to people before, but you
and Aquila don't seem to have any problem talking to us,
even though there's no voice or anything to hear."

"We all talk to one another, in many different ways,"
replied Sarra, "but we've never really had the chance to talk
to humans before, surprising as it might seem. Or maybe it
is because you are young, and your minds are more recep-
tive to listening to us, that you can hear - I have tried before
to communicate with older humans in the boats, and some
have even touched me, but they have apparently not heard
me, nor have they tried to speak to me."

"Ohh, look, Cap," said Jennifer excitedly, grabbing his
arm and pointing, "it's the new baby - the new calf, right
beside us!"

Cap looked, and only a few meters away Megonne had
surfaced - and the new calf was surfacing between her and
Sarra, behind Megonne's flipper. Even as they watched,
mother and calf floated closer to where they kneeled on
Sarra's back. The calf seemed to be watching them from its
small eye, even as it continually waved its flippers and wag-
gled its tail, playful as any young animal searching out the
limits of its new world.

"Ariel is also interested in you," said Sarra, aware of the
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object of their attention; "The young are always attracted to
the young, are they not? Even between species."

"Ariel?" questioned Cap, "Is that the new calf's name,
then, Sarra? How can he have a name so quickly?"

"Yes, Ariel is his name;" replied Sarra, "How did he get
it? It was not actually 'quick' - Megonne has been aware of
his awakening for several weeks, now, and that is the name
that seemed to fit his spirit. Where it came from is difficult
to say, but it is his name, that came with him like every-
thing else."

"His flippers seem awfully small," said Cap, studying
them as Ariel splashed right up beside them - there was so
much to see and think and wonder about that the questions
came faster than they could wait for the answers. As often
happens with the young.

"It takes a little while for the flippers to become firm
after they are born," explained Sarra, "They are not needed
while they are being carried inside the mother, of course, so
they are folded up quite small until after birth. Look now - I
think Ariel is curious about you, too!"

As Sarra was talking, Jennifer was reaching out towards
Ariel. The calf was watching her, and seemed to shyly reach
out his flipper towards her. When it was within reach,
Jennifer gently stroked the tip of it, then along its length as
far as she could reach, looking into the calf's eye. Slowly she
slipped further and further down Sarra's back - and sud-
denly slid the last couple of feet into the water beside Ariel.
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"Jennifer!" cried Cap, "Watch what you're doing!"

"It's OK, Cap," spluttered Jennifer, eyes wide, "I think
he likes me!"

And so he did indeed, it seemed. Although his young
eye looked a little startled, and he gave a snort through his
blowhole, Ariel turned in the water so he could see Jennifer
better, and let her hold on to his flipper. Megonne also turned
a bit so she could see better, and placed her flipper protec-
tively behind the two youngsters.

"Hi, Ariel," said Jennifer, looking him in the eye - "can
you hear me?"

Cap was almost beside himself with curiosity.

"Is it alright, Sarra?" he questioned, "Can he hear her?
What about me? Can I go down in the water with them, or
would that frighten him? What's he saying, Jennifer? Is he
talking to you?"

"They're fine, Cap;" said Sarra reassuringly, "And you
can join them if you like. Ariel is too young to know how to
speak very well yet, but with Megonne so near he is not
afraid of you."

Cap didn't wait for a second invitation, but quickly slid
down Sarra's sloping side to splash beside Jennifer and Ariel
in the deep North Atlantic Ocean. Ariel watched him, and
didn't even flinch as Cap carefully and gently placed his
hand on Ariel's flipper beside Jennifer.
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For a long minute, the three of them felt they were alone
in the world - the three young of two different species, dif-
ferent worlds but the same world too, rising and falling
slowly in the ocean swell, letting their minds feel each oth-
er's inside as their hands were outside, finding the trust and
love of life of the young.

Their reverie was short-lived, however. A gust of wind
blew spray from a wave breaking over Megonne's back over
them, and not far to the north they saw a flash of lightning
and heard thunder rumbling from a previous bolt.

Suddenly, on the other side of Megonne from where
Ariel and Cap and Jennifer rested between her and Sarra, a
huge black back broke the surface and let go a huge spout
from its blowhole.

Sarra edged a little closer to Cap and Jennifer, so her
long white flipper was touching them both.

"I think you had better return to my back," she said to
them, "Aquila has just surfaced, and I think he wishes to be
leaving soon."

Cap and Jennifer felt Ariel's flipper leaving their hands,
as he followed Megonne, who was beginning to sink be-
neath the surface.

"Oh, not yet!" cried Cap; "We've just started to get to
know him! Come back, Ariel, come back!"

They were never sure, afterwards, but just before Ariel's
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flipper lost contact with them, they thought they heard him
speak - "Jenn--i-ferrrr! Jennn. .." and then he was gone.

"Come, children," they heard Sarra say as they hung on
to her flipper, "Aquila has spoken with the pod, and he says
it is time we moved on, before the storm is too great."

As Sarra spoke, Aquila eased his huge bulk over beside
the children, looked at them with his black eye, and held
out his flipper to them.
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As the storm began in earnest over the surface of the
sea, it grew quite dark below. Jennifer and Cap could tell
the whales were preparing for something, because Aquila
was almost constantly singing, and they could frequently
see large black shapes pass through the dark waters in front
of their window when Aquila surfaced to blow every few
minutes.

"Aquila," Cap asked, waiting until the Humpback
seemed to be not too busy for a second, "How long can
you stay underwater, before having to go to the top and
breathe?"

"MmmMMm," replied Aquila, "Do not worry, young
one! We can go for long ways and times. Sometimes we
dive very deep and do not surface for many heart beats. It
is not desirable to surface more than necessary in rough
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waters, though, for one never knows what may be tossed
on the waves."

"But what about us?" asked Jennifer, "Don't we use
some of your air?"

"Certainly, young one," replied the whale, "But not a
great deal, compared to my own needs."

"Where are we going, anyway," asked Cap, thinking
to find out what they could now that they had Aquila talk-
ing, at least for a few minutes, "And what are you going to
do with us?"

Aquila was silent for a moment or two, humming
something to a group which seemed to be gathering around
him, from what they could see through the window. There
seemed to be a moment of milling, then they all seemed to
decide at once to head out, and they could feel the move-
ments which meant Aquila was swimming along strongly
and regularly. Then he spoke.

"Mrornnn.. MMMMMM, " he began, "What to do with
the young of land animals, lost far to sea where they do
not know how to survive so well? Hrnrnrnrnrn. I had hoped
that someone else could take you all the way back to some-
where near where you were washed into the sea originally,
but the pod has decided that we cannot spare anyone for
the time that would take, short though it may be. We are
now proceeding as quickly as we can to the southern breed-
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ing grounds, far far away from here, many days journey.
The songs of the southern pods are reaching out to us, and
pods are gathering from every sea to discuss the dying of
the waters. The crisis is upon us, and what we do in the
next little while could well decide the future of us all."

"But. ..but. ..surely you're not taking us all the way
there!" exclaimed Jennifer, "Wherever there is! I think it's
time we got back home!"

“Yes," added Cap, seriously, "this has all been very nice
and adventuresome, Aquila, but we really can't be going
off to the south seas just now!"

"MrnmmroMMMMMmmm!” chuckled Aquila, “That
is well, for we had no intention of taking you off to the
south seas! It should be most impossible for us.
Mmmmmhmmmm."

"But what. .." began Jennifer.. .

“Patience, young one, patience!" said Aquila, "I am tell-
ing you. Our path takes us past a series of islands and deep
water where we often rest, for the feeding is very good
there. There are some sheltered places which are deep
enough for me to get into, and where you would be close
enough to shore and in calm water, protected from the fierce
storm above. I have seen that your window device floats
alright, so if I take you to that place you should be able to
get safely back to your home. It will be some ways away
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from where you started, but you people seem to be able to
get around the land areas on your own without too much
trouble, hmmm?"

“Get around?” asked Cap, “If you mean can we get
home alright from wherever you drop us, I am sure that
we could, as long as there are other people around ...”

“Oh, yes,” replied Aquila, “there are others of your
kind around with their vessels and things they have built
on the shore.”

As he finished speaking, Aquila rose to the surface to
blow, and even from their protected hideaway Jennifer and
Cap could feel the force of the waves and storm, and hear
the wind howling, as even Aquila, with his great size, was
lifted and carried sideways and half-rolled over before he
finished blowing and quickly returned to the calmer depths.

“Wow”! breathed Jennifer, “I see what you mean by a
bad storm! It came on really fast! Are you sure we're safe?”

“MrnmmMMM,” spoke the giant, “I think there's not
too much to worry about. We are, after all, well under the
surface most of the time, and as you can see, it's quiet and
pleasant down here. Only near the surface can you even
tell there's a storm above.”

“Well, then,” said Jennifer, after a bit, “How far away
is this place where you're taking us to, Aquila? And how
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long until we get there?”

"Mmmmm, it is not far," answered Aquila, "and not
long. I am getting the idea, from visiting with you both,
that your kind have a very different way of thinking about
time and distance. You seem to be always in a hurry, ask-
ing how far or how long or what now? We do not think in
that way - something is as far as it is, and takes as much
time as it takes. What does it matter? Would you give some-
thing less time than it deserves? Why do it at all? Do you
not think that if something is worth the doing you should
give your attention to the doing of it, and not fret about
how long? Hmmmm ...I do not understand your impatience
- but then, the young are often restless, I suppose. ..."

"I. ..I. .." began Jennifer. ..

Cap was watching quietly - he had found a small fish
in Aquila's baleen from where he must have fed when they
were with Sarra, and, having felt some hunger pangs, he
had gotten out his knife and was busy filleting it as Jennifer
spoke. He finished skinning a piece, and offered it to her.
She took it with a small smile of thanks and put it in her
mouth, reaching out as she did so to brush at her eyes. Cap
had a piece of fish as he watched Jennifer, and put I away
the knife.

"I was just thinking," she finally continued, "that when
you do drop us off wherever, Aquila, we probably won't
see you ever again, will we?"
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“HmHmHm," spoke Aquila, after a pause, "once again
you point out to me just what a distance I have to go my-
self to be a full Elder! I am sorry, young one, that I as-
sumed the wrong things about your first question - it is
hardly seemly to scold one for haste - and be hasty oneself
in doing so!”

Jennifer smiled and sniffed (although no tears were
showing, to be sure), and fondly reached up to hold a
rough, hairy baleen plate.

Aquila was humming and singing a song they had not
heard before.

It was quite distinctive, with a low part and a high part,
and it seemed to sing in harmony with their own thoughts
at that time. It had some sadness in it, but there was much
more of joy and wonder and contentment - a song that sang
of their meeting, and the sharing of thoughts of their dif-
ferent species. There were no words, but each knew ex-
actly what it meant. It was a song that neither of them
would ever forget. It seemed to go on for a long time, but
neither of them felt it to be long, as it repeated and turned
on itself, changing and adding a bit here and a bit there,
but always with the same themes underneath. Towards
the end, they began to feel or hear other voices in the har-
monies, and they echoed on after Aquila finished.

"We do not speak of final partings," Aquila finally said,
after the other voices had faded, "for no-one can tell what
things might happen in the seasons to follow. I will be re-
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turning here for many seasons to come, as will Megonne
and Sarra and Ariel and most of the others, and I think,
from knowing you both, that you will be spending many
of your own seasons of the surface of my home, and maybe
even within it. There is nothing to say we will not cross
our paths again."

"Why were the other whales singing, Aquila?" asked
Cap.

"MmnMMMM," replied Aquila, taking his time as
usual, "1 think they are all fond of you, and were saying
good-bye for now, and wishing you a full life with good
feeding grounds and happy mates and companions, and
things like that. Perhaps ... I think also, they were also try-
ing to tell you that maybe you young humans were sent
here for a purpose - maybe you can try to help us now,
that you have seen what the danger is in the sickness of
our home, our seas and oceans. You are the first young of
your species we have met this closely for this long, and in
our own home - and now we can see that you are quite
good, that is to say, not harmful meaning, although a little
impatient and hasty - so whatever problems your species
is causing must be from the foolishness of your Elders-who-
are-not-yet-really-Elders, as we understand Elders to be,
who act with wisdom and preserve rather than destroy
things.

“There are many things in their voices, and mine - per-
haps it is just a matter of knowing and understanding one
another, and trying to live well together. You will sing these
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same songs yourselves one day in times to come, now that
you have shared it once, and perhaps add your own
thoughts and feelings and yearnings to it - and go on to
share it with others, as we all do."

"Aquila.. ." Cap began to speak, then felt Aquila begin
to rise towards the surface to blow again.

Suddenly there was a great CRASH! Aquila's mouth
opened for a second, throwing the window back on Jennifer
and letting a wall of water into Aquila's mouth.

"MmmauauaugggmmmHmmmmm," they heard
Aquila groan, as his mouth closed again and he began to
sink back under the water. Luckily, there was still a large
pocket of air, but his mouth was now over half-full of sea-
water, sloshing around Jennifer and Cap as they tried to
keep their heads above it, which was tricky as Aquila was
tumbling over and over as he fell backwards through the
sea.

"AQUILA!" shouted Jennifer, when she had a chance,
"AQUILA! What's happened? Are you alright?"

They could hear Aquila trying to speak, but it was ob-
vious that he was very groggy from whatever had hap-
pened.

"Aaaahhhhh," he was moaning, trying to speak, "Large
vessel ... didn't see it with all the confusion of the storm
waves ... right on top! Aaaahhhh! Safety! Must get young
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to safety. .."

Jennifer and Cap looked at each other, alarm in their
eyes as they fought to keep their heads above the water.

There was nothing they could do. It felt like the great
whale was still sinking, as he rolled unevenly through the
water.

"AQUILLLLAAA!" they shouted together, pounding
on the baleen plates, "AQUIIIILLLAAAA!!!"

"Aaaauuuggghhhh, mmrnmrn," they heard him say,
then a lurch as he seemed to gain some control and slow
down the out-of-control tumbling.

The downward sensation stopped, and slowly they felt
themselves begin to rise towards the surface once again.

They rose like this for several seconds, then Aquila be-
gan to be tossed from side to side, and his forward progress
became erratic.

"He's on the surface again," said Cap, looking around
as one does in a dark place, even though it does little good;
"and the waves are bashing at him."

Suddenly they felt themselves being lifted ... lifted ...
like they were flying through the air. .then a great splash-
ing sound as if they had been thrown back in the water ...
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then quiet. A great shudder came from the body of the
Humpback, then they heard him blow, at first weakly, then
stronger as he blew a couple of more times.

There was a surge forward, then Aquila spoke.

"Mmmmm. MnunmmMMMM. MMMMMrnmmm, "
they heard. His voice was weak, but it seemed to be get-
ting stronger as he finished, and they could feel his thoughts
growing stronger as well. "I must .. return to the seas .. and
the deeps now .. young ones. It .. has been .. a fine sharing
.. we have had. Be well!"

So saying, Aquila opened his mouth, and, along with
the window, Jennifer and Cap were once again given to
the ever welcoming arms of the sea.
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Jennifer had one hand on the window and the other
rubbed her eyes to clear them of the salt water - a tricky
business, she was finding. She kicked and spluttered, finally
opening her eyes. Cap was just doing the same, she saw
thankfully, and also holding fast to their tiny lifeboat. They
looked around, wondering what had become of the fierce
storm they had been in (or under) for the past several hours.

It was just like a giant saucer, they saw. Rocks and hills
ringed them, and as they looked to one area, they realised
that this was where Aquila must have brought them in, for
it was like a channel, and out beyond it they could see, far
away, the mountainous waves still blown white and fierce
through the rain. The water in their little harbour, however,
was safe and quite quiet, with only a regular rising and fall-
ing of the swell which followed the water level outside of
their shelter. There was no sign of Aquila.
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"Jennifer," spoke Cap anxiously, after they had looked
around, "Where's Aquila? Where did he go? I hope he isn't
hurt too badly from whatever happened ..."

"I don't know," was all Jennifer could reply, "but he
sounded alright when he let us out, and I don't see him float-
ing around anywhere like he'd be if he was badly hurt - so
he must be alright! Oh, I hope so. .."

"I wonder where we are, any .. JENNIFER! LOOK!"

Cap had been looking around their new circumstances
as they spoke, and had seen a boat, apparently having just
come through the narrow opening to the harbour. With peo-
ple in it! Jennifer was not long in seeing it as well.

"HEEELLLPP! HEEEYYYY! I HEEELLLLPP!!!" they
shouted as loud as they could, "OVER HERE! I HEEEYYY!!!"

They were waving their arms and using the window to
lever themselves out of the water as high as they could, and
it wasn't long before they saw a group of people at the side
of the boat, and watched a flurry of activity as the boat
turned towards them.

There were tears in Jennifer's eyes.

"We're saved, Cap, we're saved!" she said.

Cap could only nod happily in agreement - there were
tears in his eyes as well, even as they laughed and hugged
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in the chilly water.

They looked up as they heard shouting from the boat.

"HEY! IT'S CAP AND JENNIFER! I DON'T BELIEVE
IT!"

Cap looked up as the boat approached.

"Jennifer!" he exclaimed, "It's Fred and the Miss
Michelle! From the Brandy Cove biological station! What
are they doing way over here? Where is here?" he finished,
babbling and laughing at the same time.

"YOOOOO, CAAAPP!", he heard from the boat, where
a figure was waving a cap over his head.

"YOOOOO, FREEDDD!" both Cap and Jennifer shouted,
happily laughing and waving back.

Soon the Miss Michelle was alongside them, and they
were quickly hoisted aboard. Then the questions and ex-
planations began.

"What on earth are you doing all the way over here!?"
was the first thing that Fred wanted to know - after, of course,
hugging them both almost to death.

And Cap replied with what he most wanted to know -
"Where is over here, anyway?"

It turned out that their travels while at sea and then
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with Aquila had brought them all the way across the Bay of
Fundy, finally to a small sheltered cove on the northwest
shore of Nova Scotia. They had been gone two nights and
two days, and dozens of boats had been looking for them,
including the Canadian and United States Coast Guards.
There was the extra worry of the storm coming up the coast,
and Fred had decided to try a little different search than the
others.

"Because," as he said, "and you might think I'm crazy,
now, but I've learned that there's more things happening in
this world than are found in fancy books! I came this way
because lots of boats were searching where you should have
been, but with no success, of course, - and this one lone and
beautiful Gannet seemed to be calling me - I heard her ahead
of the boat, and could barely see her - but if I tried to go
another direction she would fly across in front of us all ex-
cited-like, screeing and skrawking and diving at the cabin
until I changed to the way she wanted to go. I can't explain
it - it's like she was talking to me. Crazy, eh?"

Cap and Jennifer didn't think it was crazy at all - but
without checking out their stories in private, they each
seemed to agree that they would not talk of Aquila and
Megonne and the pod just yet. They couldn't actually lie to
Fred or anyone else, but they said it was kind of hazy, like a
dream, and they thought they remembered seeing some
whales, and maybe the whales helped them to this bay.

"Well," exclaimed Fred, "you certainly came pretty close
to at least one whale! I think that there was a giant one out
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there, and he was trying to get into this bay at the same time
as we were, just before we saw you. I think we hit him, for
there was an awful collision as we were approaching, and
we had to turn around and make a second run at it."

Jennifer looked at Cap, and he looked back.

"Was he hurt? Did he get away, do you know?"

"Well, he must have been hurt some," answered Fred,
"Even those fellows aren't made out of steel, and I think we
came right down on his head! Almost knocked us right onto
the rocks, I tell you. But you know what? Now I think of it,
I do think it got back to sea, because just before we heard
you shouting over here, I looked back to the passage there
and I'm certain I saw a huge tail flipping in the air, just like
they do before they go for a deep dive."

Jennifer and Cap had moved closer as Fred spoke, and
stood with their tired, wet arms around each other. As Fred
finished talking, relief slowly unwrinkled the small wor-
ried frowns over the children's foreheads, and Cap held back
a choke as he took a deep breath.

He looked at Jennifer, then at Fred.

"That's good, then," he said; "So can we go home now?
We're awful tired."

“And hungry,” finished Jennifer.

The end
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